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Cobra 29 ltd classic

Radar Detectors Professional CB Radio's Recreational CB Radio's Dash Cams Jump Starters Power Inverters Marine Radio's $119.95 Our bestselling full-sized CB, this radio is known for its longevity and durabilityFully features ideal for pickup trucks, semi-trucks and other vehicles with ample room for mounting
Breaker, breaker never sounded so good. This is a beast of a model that works flawlessly under any condition, whether you're traveling on washboard roads or just cruising on the super plate. Devotees praise it for its reputation and flawless performance, best used in a vehicle that has the space to accommodate a full-
sized rig. Cobra nailed with this model and has had it virtually unchanged for over 30 years. After all, if it's not broken, don't fix it. Model / SKU:Cobra 29 LTDShort for:Use in pickup trucks, semi trucks and other vehicles with enough space to mount a full-sized radio. Ideal for someone who wants a high-quality radio with a
full feature set, but doesn't want to pay extra for all the bells and whistles. Radio features:Public Address, Built-in SWR, Delta Tune, Dynamike Boost, High SWR Indicator, Instant Channel 9/19, Noise Reduction (NB/ANL), RF Gain, Tactile ControlsCompatible with:Compatible with all CB antennas on the market. Cable
connection uses the standard CB PL-259 connection. Radio mounts with U mounting bracket on any flat surface. Product includes:Radio and 4-pin microphoneMounting bracket and screwsFused power cordMicrophone hangerManufacturer Warranty:Two YearsRadio Dimensions:7.25 W x 8.63 D x 2.25 HDownload
Manual:To download / view the manual click please here. SWR Calibration - Enables calibration of antenna system for maximum performance 9-foot microphone cord - For easy range within any area of the vehicleFront Microphone Connector - Allows convenient installation in or under dashAble Dynamike Boost -
Dynamic increases microphone for more voice brightnessActionary controls - you feel where the dial is in rotation without taking your eyes off the roadPA capacity - Use your CB radio as a public address system with PA speaker; incoming signals can also be controlled via PARF Gain - Adjusts reception gain in weak and
strong signal areasSWitable Noise Blanker - For more noise reductionDimmer control - Adjusts the brightness of the front panel, the channel display and signal strength meter to4 Watt AM RF output - The maximum allowed by lawAntenna Warning Indicator - Illuminated when antenna is needed to control instant
Channel 9 - Direct access to emergency channel 9Delta Tune - Used to clarify incoming signalsDimensions - 7-9/32 W x 8-5/8 D x 2-13/63 HWarranty - Two-year limited warranty Our bestselling full-sized This radio is known for its longevity and durability Full features ideal for pickup trucks, semi-trucks and other vehicles
with spacious spacious for montage Description Breaker, breaker never sounded so good. This is a beast of a model that works flawlessly under any condition, whether you're traveling on washboard roads or just cruising on the super plate. Devotees praise it for its reputation and flawless performance, best used in a
vehicle that has the space to accommodate a full-sized rig. Cobra nailed with this model and has had it virtually unchanged for over 30 years. After all, if it's not broken, don't fix it. Specifications Model/SKU: Cobra 29 LTD Recommended for: Use in pickup trucks, semi-trucks and other vehicles with enough space to
mount a full-sized radio. Ideal for someone who wants a high-quality radio with a full feature set, but doesn't want to pay extra for all the bells and whistles. Radio features: Public Address, Built-in SWR, Delta Tune, Dynamike Boost, High SWR Indicator, Instant Channel 9/19, Noise Reduction (NB/ANL), RF Gain, Tactile
Controls Compatible with: Compatible with all CB antennas on the market. Cable connection uses the standard CB PL-259 connection. Radio mounts with U mounting bracket on any flat surface. Product includes: Radio and 4-pin microphone Mounting bracket and screws Melted power cord Microphone hanger Factory
Warranty: Two years Radio Dimensions: 7.25W x 8.63 D x 2.25 H Download Manual: To download / watch the manual click here. Details SWR Calibration - Allows calibration of antenna system for maximum performance 9-foot microphone cord - For easy to reach within any area of the vehicle Front Microphone
Connector - Makes a convenient installation in or under dash Adjustable Dynamike Boost - Dynamically raises microphone for increased voice brightness Tactile Controls - you feel where the dial is in rotation without your eyes off the road PA - Use your CB radio as a public address system with PA speaker; incoming
signals can also be controlled via PA RF Gain - Fits reception in weak and strong signal areas switchable Noise Blanker - For increased noise reduction Dimmer Control - Adjusts the brightness of the front panel, the channel display and the signal strength meter 4 Watt AM RF Power Output - The maximum allowed by
the law Antenna Warning Indicator - Illuminated when antenna should check Instant Channel 109 - Direct access to emergency channel 9 Delta Tune - Used to clarify incoming signals Dimensions - 7-9/32 W x 8-5/8 D x 2-13/63 H Warranty - Two-year limited warranty Help me choose product options COLOR Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nunc imperdiet, lorem et imperdiet accumsan, odio ligula porta quam, nec eleifend justo ipsum in elit. Donec eleifend velit course, dictum metus sed, mollis leo. Phasellus in bibendum sapiens. SIZE Lorem ipsum dolor sit porta quam, nec eleifend justo ipsum in elit. Donec
eleifend velit course, dictum metus sed, mollis leo. Phasellus in bibendum sapiens. &gt; $129.95 For night drivers who have a quality radio with all the features that make it safe and easy to use in the dark The Cobra 29 LTD classic with NightWatch is the #1 CB choice for night drivers! It's packed with all the features and
reliability of the Cobra 29, plus NightWatch technology that illuminates radio control for easy use in the dark. The backlight is powered by a special circuit designed to maximize lighting while minimizing eye fatigue. The Cobra 29 NW is perfect for the CB user who wants a reliable radio that works well in the dark. Model /
SKU:Cobra C29NWLTDRecommended for:Use in pickup trucks, semi trucks and other vehicles with ample room for mounting a full-sized radio. Ideal for night drivers who want a high-quality radio with all the features that are safe and easy to use in the dark. Radio features:Public Address, Backlit Display, Built-in SWR,
Delta Tune, Dynamike Boost, High SWR Indicator, Instant Channel 9/19, Noise Reduction (NB/ANL), RF Gain, Tactile ControlsCompatible with:Compatible with all CB antennas on the market. Cable connection uses the standard CB PL-259 connection. Radio mounts with U mounting bracket on any flat surface. Product
includes:Radio and 4-pin microphoneMounting bracket and screwsFused power cordMicrophone hangerManufacturer Warranty:Two YearsRadio Dimensions:7.25 W x 8.63 D x 2.25 HDownload Manual:To download / view the manual, click here. Now NightWatch is coming to the 29 LTD Classic! The NightWatch series
continues Cobra's unparalleled tradition of improving safety and convenience for professional drivers with the 29 NW LTD. NightWatch technology illuminates the function settings of the radio for easy viewing at night. The unique, solid-state, electro-luminescent backlight is powered by a specially integrated circuit to
maximize night vision while minimizing eye fatigue. Other Cobra 29 LTD series models available include the Cobra 29 LTD Classic, the Night's Watch and Weather Cobra 29 LTD, The Chrome Cobra 29 LTD and the Bluetooth Cobra 29 LTD.9-foot microphone cord - For easy range within any area of the vehicleFront
Microphone Connector - Makes a convenient installation in or under dashAble Dynamike Boost - Dynamic raises microphone for more voice brightnessActional controls - you feel where the dial is in its rotation without your eyes of the roadPA - Use your CB radio as a public address system with PA speaker; incoming
signals can also be monitored via PARF Gain - Fits reception in and Strong Signal AreasSwitchable Noise Blanker - For Increased Noise ReductionNightWatch Illuminated Front Panel - Ideal for Switch and Control Recognition Day or Night4 Watt AM RF Power Output - The maximum maximum by lawInstant Channel 9
and 19 - Direct access to emergency channel 9 and information channel 19Antenna Warning Indicator Illuminated when antenna should check For night drivers who want a quality radio with all the features it safe and easy to use in the dark Description The Cobra 29 LTD classic with Night Watch is the #1 CB choice for
night drivers! It's packed with all the features and reliability of the Cobra 29, plus NightWatch technology that illuminates radio control for easy use in the dark. The backlight is powered by a special circuit designed to maximize lighting while minimizing eye fatigue. The Cobra 29 NW is perfect for the CB user who wants a
reliable radio that works well in the dark. Specifications Model/SKU: Cobra C29NWLTD Recommended for: Use in pickup trucks, semi-trucks and other vehicles with enough space to mount a full-sized radio. Ideal for night drivers who want a high-quality radio with all the features that are safe and easy to use in the dark.
Radio features: Public Address, Backlit Display, Built-in SWR, Delta Tune, Dynamike Boost, High SWR Indicator, Instant Channel 9/19, Noise Reduction (NB/ANL), RF Gain, Tactile Controls Compatible with: Compatible with all CB antennas on the market. Cable connection uses the standard CB PL-259 connection.
Radio mounts with U mounting bracket on any flat surface. Product includes: Radio and 4-pin microphone Mounting bracket and screws Melted power cord Microphone hanger Factory Warranty: Two years Radio Dimensions: 7.25W x 8.63 D x 2.25 H Download Manual: To download / view the manual, click here. Details
Now NightWatch is coming to the 29 LTD Classic! The NightWatch series continues Cobra's unparalleled tradition of improving safety and convenience for professional drivers with the 29 NW LTD. NightWatch technology illuminates the function settings of the radio for easy viewing at night. The unique, solid-state,
electro-luminescent backlight is powered by a specially integrated circuit to maximize night vision while minimizing eye fatigue. Other Cobra 29 LTD series models available include the Cobra 29 LTD Classic, the Night's Watch and Weather Cobra 29 LTD, the Chrome Cobra 29 LTD and the Bluetooth Cobra 29 LTD. 9-
foot microphone cord - For easy range within any area of the vehicle Front Microphone Connector - Makes a convenient installation in or under dashboard adjustable Dynamike Boost - Dynamically raises microphone for more voice clarity Tactile Controls - you feel where the dial is in rotation without taking your eyes off
the road PA Capability - Use your CB radio as a public address system with PA speaker; signals can also be controlled via PA RF Gain - Fits reception gain in weak and strong signal areas switchable noise blanker - For increased noise reduction NightWatch Illuminated Front Panel - Ideal for switch and and recognition
day or night 4 Watt AM RF Power Output - The maximum allowed by law Instant Channel 9 and 19 - Direct access to emergency channel 9 and information channel 19 Antenna Warning Indicator Illuminated when antenna must check Help me choose product options COLOR Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Nunc imperdiet, lorem et imperdiet accumsan, odio ligula porta quam, nec eleifend justo ipsum in elit. Donec eleifend velit course, dictum metus sed, mollis leo. Phasellus in bibendum sapiens. SIZE Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nunc imperdiet, lorem et imperdiet accumsan, odio
ligula porta quam, nec eleifend justo ipsum in elit. Donec eleifend velit course, dictum metus sed, mollis leo. Phasellus in bibendum sapien.&gt; sapien.&gt;
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